Werkstudent/ Working Student (m/w/d)
Software Project Management
IN WUPPERTAL

Moving Mobility Forward
Aptiv is making mobility real. We’re at the forefront of solving mobility’s toughest challenges. We have the people,
experience, know-how and confidence to turn ideas into solutions. Solutions that move our world from what’s now to
what’s next, while connecting us like never before. To us, nothing is impossible when you have the people with the
passion to make anything possible. Mobility has the power to change the world, and we have the power to change
mobility.
Join our Innovative Team
Want to do more than just imagine the ways our world will move tomorrow? Here’s your opportunity. Join the
technology company that’s transforming the future of mobility today.
About Aptiv
Aptiv is a global technology company that develops safer, greener and more connected solutions, which enable the
future of mobility. Headquartered in Dublin, Aptiv has 150,000 employees and operates 14 technical centers, as well as
manufacturing sites and customer support centers in 45 countries. Visit aptiv.com.

Your Responsibilities and duties:
 Student as Software Project Management Assistance for new, complex Autonomous Driving, Driver Assistance
and Active Safety products.
 Check and create consistencey between plan and tools
 Check if issues in Issue-Tracking Tool are entered following the rules
 Check the development deliveries with a checklist and follow up on found issues
 Follow up on status of hard- and software orders
 Work with international teams located in different countries

Your Qualifications:










Enrolled student in any engineering, industrial engineering or management science at a German university
Interested or first experience in project management
Experience with MS-Office (particularly Excel)
Experience with management and development tools (e.g. MSProject, Jira) beneficial
Good communication and coordination skills
Self-motivated, well-organized, flexible
Commited, self dependent and proactive
Fluent English language skills
German language skills are beneficial

Bereit, den ersten Schritt zu machen?

